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Abstract

In-gas-cell resonance laser ionization has been performed on long-lived isotopes of Pu at the IGISOL facility, Jyväskylä. This
initiates a new programme of research towards high-resolution optical spectroscopy of heavy actinide elements which can be
produced in sufficient quantities at research reactors and transported to facilities elsewhere. In this work a new gas cell has been
constructed for fast extraction of laser-ionized elements. Samples of 238−242Pu and 244Pu have been evaporated from Ta filaments,
laser ionized, mass separated and delivered to the collinear laser spectroscopy station. Here we report on the performance of the
gas cell through studies of the mass spectra obtained in helium and argon, before and after the radiofrequency quadrupole cooler-
buncher. This provides valuable insight into the gas phase chemistry exhibited by Pu, which has been additionally supported by
measurements of ion time profiles. The resulting monoatomic yields are sufficient for collinear laser spectroscopy. A gamma-
ray spectroscopic analysis of the Pu samples shows a good agreement with the assay provided by the Mainz Nuclear Chemistry
department.
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1. Introduction1

The actinide elements cover the atomic number range from2

Ac (Z=89) to Lr (Z=103), beyond which lie the superheavy3

elements. It is this region which poses some of the most dif-4

ficult and yet exciting challenges to experimentalists, requiring5

highly sensitive techniques to make efficient use of the limited6

quantity of isotopes which can be produced. Nuclear struc-7

ture information obtained from optical spectroscopy is limited,8

in particular above Ra (Z=88) which corresponds to the last9

isotopic chain for which collinear laser spectroscopy has been10

performed [1]. This reflects a combination of low production11

cross sections coupled with a lack of stable isotopes, thus only12

limited knowledge of optical transitions. Traditionally, actinide13

spectroscopy has been motivated by atomic energy level analy-14

sis, with more recent techniques including resonance ionization15

mass spectrometry applied to determine fundamental atomic16

properties such as the ionization potential [2]. Probing the evo-17

lution of shell structure and the development of nuclear defor-18

mation of the heaviest elements using model-independent laser19

spectroscopic techniques is a current goal at a number of fa-20

cilities. It is clear that a step-wise approach will be needed to21

successfully produce the requisite radioactive beams, includ-22

ing characterisation of optical transitions for selective and effi-23

cient ionization. Further studies will then be required in order24
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to optimize the optical spectroscopy for high-resolution mea-25

surements.26

Recently, a new programme to study heavy elements using27

a combination of laser resonance ionization and collinear laser28

spectroscopy has been initiated at the IGISOL facility, in the29

Accelerator Laboratory of the University of Jyväskylä. Sev-30

eral elements above Ra have long-lived isotopes for which suf-31

ficiently large sample sizes (ng) of material can be produced at32

nuclear reactors and safely transported to facilities for nuclear33

structure studies. In collaboration with the Nuclear Chemistry34

department of the University of Mainz, samples containing Pu35

isotopes (238−242Pu and 244Pu) were electrolytically deposited36

onto a tantalum substrate and delivered to Jyväskylä. After37

electrothermally heating the filament inside a gas cell filled38

with helium or argon, in-gas-cell resonance laser ionization39

was applied to selectively ionize the plutonium. The yield of40

the Pu+ ionic fraction was sufficient to perform high-resolution41

collinear laser spectroscopy. The high resolution data is cur-42

rently under analysis and will be published elsewhere.43

In this article preliminary investigations of a new gas cell44

for off-line heavy element laser ionization will be presented.45

A careful analysis of resulting mass spectra using the IGISOL46

separator has been performed in combination with studies of the47

ion time profiles following laser ionization with pulsed lasers.48

Such information is of importance to understand the timescales49

associated with molecular formation during extraction of the50

Pu+ ions from the gas cell. In light of these studies, new mod-51

ifications are planned to further improve the yield of the ele-52
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ment of interest in the form of singly-charged monoatomic ions53

which directly impacts the sample sizes required for collinear54

laser spectroscopy. Finally the results of a gamma-ray spec-55

troscopy analysis of one of the plutonium samples is presented,56

performed in a low-background counting station. This has al-57

lowed a direct comparison with the original sample assay pro-58

vided by Mainz.59

2. Development of a new gas cell and ionization of Pu60

The application of gas cell laser ionization at IGISOL was61

originally motivated by the goal of improving the rather modest62

efficiency (∼1%) of the heavy-ion fusion-evaporation ion guide63

(HIGISOL) as well as recognizing the need to move towards a64

more element-selective approach in the production of radioac-65

tive ion beams. A number of considerations were taken into66

account in the design of the gas cell including efficient evac-67

uation of a large recoil stopping volume (optimized gas flow68

transport and exit nozzle type), water cooling and baking capa-69

bilities, and optional filament feedthroughs as well as dc elec-70

trodes. This resulted in a modular construction consisting of a71

gas feeding part, the main body (with optional filament holder)72

and a removable exit nozzle/hole [3]. The volume of the main73

body to the exit hole of ∼250 cm3 resulted in an evacuation74

time of 390 ms for a standard 1.2 mm diameter exit hole using75

helium as buffer gas.76

In order for the successful extraction of atomic ions, the77

requirement for conditions of high gas purity (sub parts-per-78

billion) has been critical to the success of so-called laser ion79

guides as well as large gas catchers due to the competition80

between atomic ion survival against molecular formation and81

evacuation timescales. For several of the refractory elements82

that can only be produced with the gas cell method, the reac-83

tion rate coefficients which govern the time evolution of molec-84

ular formation indicate extremely strong affinity with the main85

buffer gas contaminants, water and oxygen [4]. In on-line con-86

ditions, the critical loss mechanism for an ion of interest is that87

of neutralization within the high density of (primarily) buffer88

gas ion-electron pairs created by the passage of a primary pro-89

jectile beam. The operational principal of laser ionization in a90

gas cell takes advantage of this fast ion-electron recombination,91

with re-ionization applied in a volume where the ion-electron92

density is sufficiently low for a high chance of survival of the93

photo-ions. One can understand that the operation of the gas94

cell is strongly dependent on a set of competing time scales. By95

studying the time distribution profiles of (mass separated) ions96

one is able to determine the effective volume for laser ioniza-97

tion within the gas cell. At the Leuven laser ion source (LISOL)98

it was shown that at time scales of approximately 5 ms, recom-99

bination losses start to gain importance above an ion-electron100

density of 107-108 pairs/cm3 [5, 6]. At IGISOL, similar exper-101

iments verified that the accessible neutral fraction in the pres-102

ence of a primary beam is restricted to the nozzle region, an103

effective laser ionization volume which is evacuated within mil-104

liseconds [7].105

The current programme focuses on heavy element studies not106

requiring the presence of a primary beam. Therefore, much of107

the gas cell volume necessitated by the stopping distribution of108

heavy-ion fusion-evaporation recoils is redundant. Long-lived109

isotopes of actinide elements including plutonium and thorium110

can be prepared onto substrates for subsequent evaporation into111

a volume which may be minimized to reduce possible molecu-112

lar formation or other loss mechanisms such as diffusion to the113

walls of the gas cell. Ideally, such a volume is limited only by114

the efficiency of the laser ionization process. Assuming that an115

atom can be ionized by a single laser pulse and requiring that116

every atom is irradiated at least once by the lasers, the minimum117

volume Vmin is set by the repetition rate of the laser system and118

the conductance C of the gas cell,119

Vmin = trepC = trep · 0.45 · φ2, (1)

where trep is the time between the laser pulses and the conduc-120

tance C has been given in terms of the exit hole diameter φ in121

mm for the case of room temperature helium. Considering the122

10 kHz repetition rate of the Ti:sapphire laser system used at123

IGISOL and with a typical exit hole size φ = 1.2 mm, Eq. 1 re-124

sults in a volume of 0.07 cm3. However, the assumption that an125

atom would be ionized by a single laser pulse is unrealistic for a126

high repetition rate (10 kHz) laser system where the energy per127

pulse of the fundamental radiation can be a factor of ten lower128

compared to a medium repetition rate (200 Hz) system. In order129

for a laser system with a single pulse laser ionization efficiency130

εp to result in a total laser ionization efficiency > 80%, the min-131

imum volume defined by Eq. 1 must be scaled by the factor132

−2/ ln(1 − εp).133

Currently we have no available data on the single pulse laser134

ionization efficiency at IGISOL, however a recent experiment135

at LISOL compared the performance of a similar high repeti-136

tion rate Ti:sapphire laser system with the medium repetition137

rate dye laser system in studies of copper and cobalt [8]. In138

that work, by controlling the synchronization of the Ti:sapphire139

laser pulses, it was possible to match the repetition rates of140

both laser systems without affecting the energy per pulse of the141

Ti:sapphire laser. Whereas the dye laser system could saturate142

the atomic transitions and was seen to saturate the ion signal at143

∼100 Hz (corresponding to an irradiated volume representing144

∼40% of the total volume of the ionization chamber, evacuated145

in about 10 ms), the Ti:sapphire system was unable to satu-146

rate all transitions. Furthermore, when operated at the same147

repetition rate the ionization efficiency was around 200 times148

smaller. Ferrer and colleagues use this factor to infer an effi-149

ciency per pulse of 0.5% for the Ti:sapphire system in those150

experiments. This value can be inserted into our scaling factor151

and when multiplied by the minimum volume results in a re-152

quired ionization volume of ∼30 cm3. We note that by strongly153

focusing the Ti:sapphire beams in the LISOL experiment the154

ionization efficiency per pulse was increased to such an extent155

that the two laser systems performed comparably under on-line156

conditions.157

The gas cell design in the current work was primarily mo-158

tivated by the wish to reduce the redundant HIGISOL volume159

while being restricted by the practical consideration to reuse160

the same filament holder. An additional motivation for a dedi-161
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Figure 1: Cross-sectional view of the gas cell used for heavy element studies
with the filament in place.

cated gas cell took into account the expected surface contamina-162

tion with long-lived alpha-active isotopes when using actinide163

sources. Figure 1 presents a cross-sectional view of the gas164

cell. Helium or argon buffer gas is fed through an inlet tube into165

the cell which has a volume of ∼30 cm3. This volume of gas,166

which is kept at a pressure of ∼70 mbar, is extracted through167

a 1.2 mm exit hole into a chamber maintained at a pressure of168

∼10−2 mbar. With a such a pressure difference the gas flow is169

choked and thus the conductance is pressure independent. An170

evacuation time for the whole gas cell volume of ∼50 ms and171

∼150 ms can be estimated for room temperature helium and ar-172

gon, respectively, for any operational pressure. Laser radiation173

is introduced through a sapphire window mounted on the rear174

of the gas cell, directed along the extraction axis of the cell very175

close (∼1 mm) to the filament. This geometry was designed to176

maximise the laser overlap with the highest density of atoms177

following evaporation from the filament. Additional elements178

include a heater cartridge added for in-situ baking, water cool-179

ing, and the possibility to insert windows and targets for future180

introduction of a primary beam.181

In total, six filaments (with dimensions 11 mm × 3.5 mm,182

and thickness 50 µm) were provided from the Nuclear Chem-183

istry department of Mainz. Two of the filaments were blank184

and were used for testing purposes in order to understand the185

behaviour of the voltage across the feedthroughs on the target186

chamber as a function of the current applied to the filament, to187

measure the temperature of the filament with a pyrometer as a188

function of current (and, at a fixed current, the temperature as189

a function of gas pressure) and to search for surface ions which190

could be used to calibrate the magnetic field of the mass separa-191

tor. The other four samples contained a mixture of Pu isotopes192

with up to ∼1016 atoms for the most abundant isotope 244Pu, to193

∼1012 atoms for 238Pu. Two of the four samples also contained194

239Pu and were used specifically in connection with the high-195

resolution laser spectroscopy experiment. In the current work196

however we focus only on the samples without 239Pu. To pre-197

vent oxidation of the plutonium, the samples were covered with198

an additional protective Ti layer of about 1 µm on the surface.199

During operation the filaments were heated to a temperature200

of typically 1000-1200°C depending on the desired release rate201

of the Pu atoms. Variations in gas pressure affected the temper-202

ature and thus the evaporation rate. For a measured current of203

28A (heating power 99 W), an increase of helium pressure from204

50 mbar to 150 mbar resulted in a corresponding temperature205

decrease from 1050°C to 950°C.206

Initially a three-step ionization scheme using laser radiation207

at wavelengths of 420.76, 847.26, and 750.24 nm was chosen208

based on trace analysis studies by Raeder et al [9] . In that work209

a full saturation of all optical excitation steps was demonstrated210

ensuring a high efficiency of the ionization process. At IGISOL211

the laser light was provided by three broadband Ti:sapphire212

lasers, the characteristics of which can be found elsewhere [10].213

In the gas cell however little or no indication of the effect of the214

second and third IR steps was seen and it was suspected that215

the excitation preferentially proceeded via a Rydberg state pop-216

ulated by a photon from the first step transition which was sub-217

sequently ionized via buffer gas collisions. Indications for such218

an effect could be clearly observed in the saturation behaviour219

of the first step. A second laser was therefore introduced op-220

erating in the blue wavelength regime, both lasers using intra-221

cavity second harmonic generation (SHG) [11]. The first step222

laser, tuned to a wavelength of 420.76 nm, corresponds to a223

transition from the 5f67s2 7F0 ground state to an excited state224

at 23766.14 cm−1 with configuration 5f67s7p 7D1. The wave-225

length of the second step laser was optimised to a resonance ob-226

served at a wavelength of 422.53 nm. Further studies showed227

that the two transitions are able to ionize independently from228

one another (though with much reduced count rates), which229

may be explained if the second step is driving population from230

the lowest-lying metastable state at 2203.61 cm−1 to a state231

at 25870.69 cm−1. It is of interest for further work to deter-232

mine whether this state is naturally populated due to the tem-233

perature of the hot filament. Nevertheless, ionization will pro-234

ceed via Rydberg states populated following excitation from the235

23766.14 cm−1 level, and/or non-resonantly or to auto-ionizing236

states if a second path proceeds via the state at 25870.69 cm−1.237

Surprisingly, it was seen that the Pu+ ion count rate was max-238

imised when both of the Ti:sapphire lasers were operated with-239

out the etalons in the resonator cavity. This increases the fun-240

damental linewidth from 4-5 GHz to ∼100 GHz, or approxi-241

mately 0.2 nm at a wavelength of 840 nm. The resulting laser242

linewidth is considerably larger than the atomic linewidth con-243

tributions from Doppler and pressure broadening resulting in a244

lower spectral power density. Nevertheless, the loss in spectral245

power density may be offset if we are strongly saturating the246

transition, which is indeed the case for the first step. The mod-247

est increase in laser power without the etalon, coupled with the248
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Figure 2: Mass spectra in the region of Pu and related molecules recorded at the focal plane of the IGISOL separator using He and Ar buffer gases and after the
cooler-buncher (argon only). See text for details. Colour on-line.

simultaneous population of a number of Rydberg states can ex-249

plain the higher ion count rate. In order to better understand the250

ionization process and to scan for Rydberg levels exhibiting a251

higher ionization cross section, further investigation is required.252

3. Gas phase chemistry253

The cleanliness of the buffer gas and gas cell was character-254

ized by recording mass spectra (Fig. 2) with a microchannel255

plate (MCP) detector at the focal plane of the IGISOL mass256

separator using both He and Ar buffer gases at a pressure of257

∼75 mbar. Additionally, a mass spectrum was taken using Ar258

with a MCP detector situated at the end of the collinear laser259

line located after the radiofrequency (rf) cooler-buncher. This260

provided additional insight on the effect of the cooler-buncher261

on the mass spectra and also confidence in transporting Pu+
262

ions to the laser spectroscopy station. All of the spectra show263

an isotopic abundance pattern that matches the isotope assay of264

the samples provided by Mainz, both in the region of singly-265

charged monoatomic ions and also at higher masses identified266

with molecular formation of Pu+ ions. The transport efficiency267

through the separator system is believed to be rather constant in268

this mass range.269

The first molecular isotopic pattern is observed 16 mass units270

heavier than the monoatomic pattern and corresponds to PuO+
271

ions. There are two possible pathways to oxidize plutonium272

considering H2O and O2 are two of the main impurities in the273

gas:274

Pu+ + O2 −−−→ PuO+ + O, k2 =1.5 · 10−10 cm3/s (2a)

Pu+ + H2O −−−→ PuO+ + H2, k2 =7 · 10−12 cm3/s. (2b)

For both reactions, the bimolecular reaction rate k2 has been275

calculated from experimental values of reaction efficiencies, or276

the k2/kADO values, measured by Santos et al [12]. The ac-277

curacy of these values is estimated to be ±50%. The average278

dipole orientation collisional rate, kADO, was calculated as fol-279

lows,280

kADO =
2πq
√
µ

√α + cµD

√
2
πkT

 , (3)

where q is the charge of the ion and µ is the reduced mass [13].281

The factor c is the locking constant, α and µD are the polar-282

izibility and the permanent dipole of the reagent molecule, re-283

spectively, all values of which have been taken from Table 7.1284

and Fig. 7.1 in Ref. [14].285

After formation, the PuO+ ions can react further with water286

molecules in a termolecular association reaction:287

PuO+ + H2O + M −−−→ PuO(H2O)+ + M, (4)

where M is a buffer gas atom. This association reaction ac-288

counts for the peaks 34 mass units above the monoatomic Pu+
289

ions. In Ar there also appears to be oxidation of the PuO+
290

through similar reactions as in Eqs (2a) and (2b) because the291

count rate at (M/q) = 276 is higher than one would expect from292

the isotopic ratios.293

Even though both helium and argon gases are purified with294

the IGISOL rare gas purification system [15] and both the gas295

cell and gas lines are baked before an experiment, the purity296

conditions appear to be unusually poor. This can be inferred297

from the large amount of molecular formation as seen in Fig. 2.298

Assuming molecular formation as discussed, the time constant299

associated with the process can be defined using τ = 1/k2[M],300

where M is the impurity concentration. With an expected im-301

purity level of 1 ppb of purified gas, the Pu+ ion survival time302
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τ Helium Argon

Rising Pu+ 0.80 ± 0.05 ms 2.57 ± 0.16 ms
PuO+ 1.17 ± 0.09 ms 3.25 ± 0.07 ms

Falling Pu+ 1.13 ± 0.04 ms 6.96 ± 0.15 ms
PuO+ 1.14 ± 0.05 ms 6.75 ± 0.07 ms

Table 1: Time parameter τ for rising and falling edges of the Pu+ and PuO+ ion
signal time profiles illustrated in Fig. 3 for helium and argon.

is in order of a few seconds, a timescale much longer than the303

evacuation time of the gas cell. We therefore suspect that ad-304

ditonal impurities result from an unfortunate ”dead” volume in305

the filament holder, which could have trapped some air, or to306

outgassing of the gas cell while the filament is being heated.307

The most notable difference between the mass spectra ob-308

tained using helium and argon is the lower mass resolution in309

the case of argon. This is a reflection of collisions between310

buffer gas atoms and ions in the extraction region after the gas311

cell which leads to an energy spread, more pronounced in the312

case of argon because of the heavier mass. With argon, the ef-313

fect of transporting the beam through the RF cooler-buncher is314

seen in an improvement in the mass resolving power (as well as315

a reduction in the count rate due to reduced transmission). This316

can be understood if the cooler-buncher acceptance window of317

∼90 eV is considered. Only the part of the mass-separated beam318

that has the right energy enters the cooler, reducing the peak319

widths.320

4. Study of the dynamic processes within the gas cell321

In order to investigate the dynamic processes inside the gas
cell following the creation of a photo-ion, the temporal behavior
of mass-separated ions was studied by chopping the laser beams
with a fast shutter mechanism. The resulting time structure of
the ions was recorded with a multi-channel scaler connected to
the MCP located at the focal plane of the mass separator. Fig-
ure 3 shows an example of the time profiles of Pu+ and PuO+

in He and Ar when the lasers were introduced at time t∼0 s and
turned off at t ∼1.13 s. The small peak visible at the start of the
time profile of Pu+ in helium is caused by the initial ion cre-
ation in the nozzle region which is evacuated before molecular
formation occurs. This is not seen in argon, probably due to
the slower evacuation of the gas cell. Exponential growth and
decay curves

y(t) =

A0 ± A
(
1 − e−

t−t0
τ

)
if t ≥ t0

A0 if t < t0
(5)

were fitted to the rising and falling edges of the time profile,322

respectively, to extract a time parameter τ for each fit. These323

parameters represent the time scales during which the ion signal324

develops at the start of a laser pulse and how it decays once the325

lasers are blocked. Table 1 summarizes the time scales for the326

data illustrated in Fig. 3327

One can immediately note from the fit parameters that in both328

helium and argon the atomic Pu+ ions achieve saturation sooner329
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Figure 3: Time distribution profiles of Pu+ and PuO+ in He (top) and Ar (bot-
tom). In order to quantify the profiles exponential growth and decay curves
were fitted to the rising and falling edges of the distribution in order to deter-
mine the different time constants τ, summarized in Table 1. Colour on-line.

than the corresponding PuO+ molecule. This is to be expected330

as the oxide can only be produced following laser ionization331

of the atomic species. The slower time scale in Ar reflects the332

reduced conductance of the exit hole. It is interesting to note333

that the time parameters for the falling edges of the profiles334

are somewhat longer than the rising edges and both the atomic335

and molecular species have the same fit parameter within errors.336

This likely reflects the fact that both species are extracted from337

the same effective volume.338

In all cases τ is notably lower than the total evacuation time339

of the gas cell indicating a fast loss mechanism of the plutonium340

(and its corresponding oxide). The alpha particles emanating341

from the samples in the radioactive decay of Pu are estimated342

to create an ionization density rate in He, Q = 105 ion-electron343

pairs cm−3s−1, which is negligible if one were to consider re-344

combination losses due to free electrons. In addition, charge345

exchange between the Pu+ ions and buffer gas atoms or typi-346

cal gas impurities is not possible because of the low ionization347

potential of Pu. The only conceivable loss mechanisms of the348

ions are molecular formation and diffusion losses to the walls349

of the gas cell. The information gained from the mass spectra350

in Fig. 2 indicates a source of impurities which is independent351

of whether He or Ar is used and we believe this to be caused by352

the filament holder as previously mentioned.353

Using the known conductance of the exit hole, the time pa-354

rameter τ translates into an effective volume for laser ionization.355

This effective volume will be different depending on whether356

one chooses to use the rising or falling edge of the Pu+ ion357

time distribution. We have chosen to use the falling edge as358

the starting conditions are different to the situation before laser359

ionization has commenced; all competing processes which cre-360

ate and destroy the ion of interest are in equilibrium. By taking361

into account the different conductances of the gas cell in He and362
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Peak Energy Isotope branching (%) Activity
(keV) 238Pu [16] 239Pu [17] 240Pu [17] 242Pu [18] (Bq)

Lα 13.6 3.81(3) 1.65(4) 3.73(5) 3.2(2) 1130
Lβ 17.22 4.26(3) 1.72(4) 3.95(6) 3.4(3) 1050
Lγ 20.2 0.992(7) 0.428(14) 0.95(2) 0.79(9) 1165

Table 2: The three uranium x-rays peaks that were used to determine the total activity of a plutonium filament. In addition to peak energies and activities the
branching to these peaks are given for each isotope in the filament if found in literature.

Ar buffer gases, the effective volume for the ionization of Pu is363

∼ 0.7 cm3 in He and ∼ 1.4 cm3 in Ar, which is only a few per-364

cent of the total gas cell volume. This indicates that detected365

monoatomic laser ions are originating not far from the nozzle366

region. Gas phase chemistry and related ion time profiles us-367

ing similarly reactive elements have been previously studied in368

greater detail at IGISOL and in that work the increase in the369

effective volume due to a reduction of impurities in the gas was370

clearly observed [19].371

5. Gamma ray spectroscopy of the Pu samples372

Gamma ray spectroscopy was used to independently analyze373

the content of a filament, in support of the assay provided by374

Mainz, and also to have means of monitoring the remaining375

activity of a partly used filament. The majority of the Pu iso-376

topes in the samples alpha decay directly to the ground state of377

a long-lived daughter or to a low-lying excited state, which sub-378

sequently decays emitting conversion electrons (the branching379

fraction to decay via gamma radiation is very low, <0.05%).380

Further difficulties arise in such a measurement because the381

gamma energies between different isotopes tend to cluster to382

within ∼1 keV or less. However, using a long enough mea-383

surement time in a low-background station which is coupled to384

a low-energy high-purity germanium detector, a gamma spec-385

trum of one unused Pu filament was successfully measured in386

the range from 3 keV to 800 keV.387

Figure 4 shows three regions of interest of the gamma spec-388

trum: the 10-25 keV region containing L X-ray peaks associ-389

ated with the U daughter; the 40-65 keV region that has the390

strongest gamma peaks associated with the decay radiation of391

Pu; a high-energy region around 580 keV showing the gamma392

rays of 240mNp which is in the decay chain of 244Pu. In addi-393

tion an 241Am contaminant was detected along with X-rays of394

Ta induced by the Pu alpha decay in the sample.395

The total activity of the Pu isotopes in the filament was de-396

termined separately from the three uranium L x-ray peaks using397

known isotopic abundances from the assay and branching ratios398

for each peak of each Pu isotope [16, 17, 18]. No information399

could be found for the branching ratio of these X-rays for 244Pu400

in the literature however this does not affect the calculation of401

the total activity as its activity is under 10 Bq. The peak ener-402

gies, branching ratios and measurement results are summarized403

in Table 2. The mean value of ∼1120 Bq matches well with the404

stated assay activity of 1154 Bq.405
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Peak Energy Isotope Branching Activity Assay
(keV) (%) (Bq) (Bq)

γ1 43.5 238Pu 0.0392 200 219
γ2 44.1 240U 1.05 9 7
γ3 44.9 242Pu 0.0373 160 182
γ4 45.2 240Pu 0.0447 510 518
γ5 51.624 239Pu 0.02722 51 228
γ6 554.49 240mNp 20.9 7 7
γ7 597.37 240mNp 11.7 7 7

γAm1 59.532 241Am 35.9 9 -

Table 3: The list of identified gamma rays from the spectrum in Fig. 4 with peak
energies and branching ratios [20]. The determined activities of the plutonium
isotopes in the filament using these peaks are listed. The activities of 240U and
240mNp can be measured for an indirect determination of the activity of 244Pu.
The assay of the filament is listed for comparison.

The individual activities of the Pu isotopes in the sample406

were determined from the peaks in the 43-52 keV region. Al-407

though some peaks overlap, by fitting simple Gaussian func-408

tions using the peak width extracted from the 241Am line and409

the peak energies for each isotope [20], it was possible to obtain410

the yields for each gamma line. By accounting for the detector411

efficiency and branching ratio for the gamma rays the activities412

of the isotopes were calculated (Table 3). The activity of 244Pu413

was not directly determined because of its low activity how-414

ever its decay chain contains short-lived 240U and 240mNp hav-415

ing sufficiently strong branching ratios for gamma rays. Thus416

the activity of 244Pu could be indirectly determined. As seen in417

Table 3 the individual activities agree well with those provided418

in the assay except in the case of 239Pu whose measured activity419

is notably lower. The discrepancy was also seen in the isotopic420

abundance pattern of the plutonium mass spectrum from a fil-421

ament containing 239Pu which was made during a later experi-422

ment.423

6. Conclusion424

Long-lived isotopes of Pu provided by the Nuclear Chem-425

sitry department of the University of Mainz were successfully426

extracted as low-energy ion beams at IGISOL following res-427

onance laser ionization in a He and Ar buffer gas-filled cell.428

Although further work is required to fully characterize the ion-429

ization scheme, a sufficient yield of monoatomic Pu+ ions was430

produced in preparation for high-resolution collinear laser spec-431

troscopy. Studies of the mass spectra as well as ion time profiles432

indicate a source of impurities which is likely due to outgassing433

of ”dead” volumes in the filament holder and perhaps via heat-434

ing of the filament. A new filament holder is currently being435

designed to partially address this issue. These successful stud-436

ies will be continued in the future in order to expand the pro-437

gramme of laser spectrocopy of actinide elements at IGISOL,438

with immediate interest in 229Th as part of the new EU Horizon439

2020 project, NuClock, which is focused on the study of the440

low-lying isomeric state.441
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